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MSD RELEASES OIA INFO ON DR BRATT’S AND OTHER 
SENIOR HEALTH AND DISABILITY ADVISORS’ HIGH 
SALARIES - NEARLY 4 YEARS LATE

Top ‘Advisors’ get paid huge salaries to make absurd claims like the benefit is a “drug”, 
and that sick, disabled beneficiaries must be moved off benefits into paid employment on 
the open, competitive job-market, as that offers “health benefits” to them
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A). BACKGROUND

On 11 June 2013 an Official Information Act 1982 (OIA) request was sent to the Ministry of Social 
Development (MSD), listing 12 separate requests for specified information to be made available. 
Besides of seeking information on referrals of Work and Income (WINZ) clients to designated 
doctors, on Medical Appeal Board (MAB) hearings, and on various other matters, the requester did 
with question ’11.’ also ask for salary information on the Principal Health Advisor (PHA) Dr David 
Bratt, the Principal Disability Advisor (PDA) Anne Hawker and former Senior (Health) Advisor Dr 
David Rankin. 

Dr David Bratt, a general practitioner (GP), has held his then newly created position with the Ministry 
since late 2007, same as Anne Hawker, and Dr David Rankin worked for the Ministry from 2006 to 
2011 (2006-2009 for Work and Income (WINZ), 2009-2011 for Child, Youth and Families (CYFS)).

The requester had learned of Dr Rankin’s and Dr Bratt’s involvement in the development of new 
internal working processes, of welfare reforms and major changes to the benefit system, that would be 
affecting sick and disabled who are dependent on benefits, including the way they were to be 
examined and assessed for work capacity (also done by ‘Designated Doctors’ for WINZ). 

The OIA information requester had come across a fair number of controversial, apparently biased 
“presentations” by Dr David Bratt, in which he likened benefit dependence to “drug dependence”, 
and obviously tried to influence health professionals by promoting supposed “health benefits of 
work”. Some at times bizarre and bold claims were made in such presentations to general practitioner 
conferences and other stakeholder meetings.
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Other information he obtained, which put into question the professional competency and conduct of 
Dr Bratt as a trained general medical practitioner, would further raise his concerns, but some of this 
was not yet at hand when the information requests were made to MSD. It was the requester’s view, 
that as a practitioner of a science based profession, Dr Bratt should not be making certain unproved 
claims, presumptions and comments.

As the requester had himself made rather disturbing previous experiences with a so-called 
‘Designated Doctor’ commissioned and paid by MSD, when being examined for his entitlement to an 
Invalid’s Benefit - based on limited capacity to work, he was especially concerned about some 
particular comments and claims made by Dr Bratt in some of his many presentations to health 
professionals, and also to the media (including the ‘NZ Doctor’ magazine). 

Upon receiving the information request the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) responded first 
with a letter dated 12 July 2013. While some of the asked for information was made available, other 
information, including the requested Advisors’ salary information, was being withheld under section 
9(2)(a) of the OIA. The explanation given was that this was necessary “to protect their privacy” (i.e. 
the ‘privacy’ of the Advisors).

As the requester could not accept the withholding grounds given by MSD, he did on 09 August 2013 
write a formal complaint to the Office of Ombudsmen, who would look into his complaint, but only
after a very long delay. 

It would be no earlier than the 30th of October 2013 that the requester would get a first formal reply 
from a Manager at the Ombudsmen’s Office, stating that the then Ombudsman Ron Paterson would be 
looking into the matter. A separate OIA related complaint by the requester would later be added to this 
case and its file reference, and the whole investigation would take an extremely long time. 

While only some of the requesters concerns would eventually be resolved over the following years, the 
issue regarding the withheld Advisors’ salary information would drag on endlessly, until well into 
early 2017. Only after ‘consultation’ with the new Ombudsman (formerly the Deputy), Mr Leo 
Donnelly, would MSD finally send the requester some information on the “salary bands” covering the 
Advisor’s salaries, which was by way of an email dated 11 April 2017.

B). MSD’S RELUCTANCE TO RELEASE REQUESTED SALARY INFORMATION 
FOR DR BRATT AND OTHER SENIOR ADVISORS

THE OIA REQUEST 

The following information was sought by the requester under request or question ’11.’ in his letter 
dated 11 June 2013:

“11. A detailed list stating the individual annual before tax salaries, plus any additional bonuses or the likes, 
for the following senior and key-role advisory staff of the Ministry of Social Development:

a) Dr David Bratt, Principal Health Advisor for the Ministry of Social Development;
b) Anne Hawker, Principal Disability Advisor for the Ministry of Social Development;
c) Dr David Rankin, Senior Advisor for the Ministry of Social Development.

As I have reason to believe that this information may have been withheld following earlier requests, due 
to stated privacy concerns under the Privacy Act 1993, I wish to state that I nevertheless insist on these 
salaries to be made available under the Official Information Act 1982, as I believe that it is in the 
public interest that such information is made available. 
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Due to all three professionals being expected to perform their tasks as leading public service employees 
responsibly and diligently at the highest professional and ethical standards, and also being expected to 
possess the particular, high quality and appropriate qualifications required to do their work, and for 
the fact that public accountability is a core requirement for all those professional roles, any rights to 
withhold this information under the Official Information Act 1982, or the Privacy Act 1993, should be 
outweighed by the public’s deserved interest. The public has an interest in transparency, simply to 
receive assurance that remuneration paid does match competency, qualification, responsibility and 
performance for each role. The public has a right to assess whether remuneration paid is a clear and 
fair reflection of these three professionals’ abilities to meet the expected high standards of service-
delivery and any requirements.

In any case the annual before tax salary - and any possible bonus or similar – paid to Dr David Bratt as 
Principal Health Advisor should be made available, as the public and clients of MSD truly deserve to 
have full transparency in this matter, given the fact that his role is that of a very senior advisor and 
leader in a crucial area of decision-making over sensitive, high risk health and disability issues. The 
New Zealand public expects that Dr Bratt leads in his advisory position by applying a high level of 
responsibility, of ethical standards and professional conduct at all times, as an exemplary manager of 
any staff working under or with him. He is also entrusted to ensure balanced, objective, reliable, 
scientifically based and professional standards are applied by his subordinate, overseen staff in their 
duty of advising on health and disability matters that affect thousands of clients of the Ministry. The 
trust and respect the public gives such a crucial, senior advisor must surely justify the publication of the 
before tax salary and other earnings of Dr Bratt.

It is publicly known, and important to note, that Dr David Bratt has since at least 2010 made numerous 
public and also non public presentations in his role as Principal Health Advisor for the Ministry of 
Social Development (and Work and Income). It is a concern to some, that he has in doing so drawn 
comparisons between “benefit dependence” and “drug dependence”, referred to “the benefit” as an 
“addictive debilitating drug”, used statistical data and supposed “medical” information based on 
apparently selective, in part quite likely unproved medical or scientific findings. These were apparently 
largely based on “findings” by a particular school of thought of “experts” that includes professional 
“specialists” as Professor Mansel Aylward from the ‘Centre for Psychosocial and Disability Research’ 
at Cardiff University, in the United Kingdom. There are evidently other schools of thought in relation to 
psychosocial and disability research, which appear to not have been considered and presented by Dr 
Bratt. This raises concerns about his personal, preferential choices of information. Hence the public 
deserves to know also, as to how the presentations that Dr Bratt has delivered as basically Work and 
Income authorised information, can be considered objective, reasonable, fair and balanced, and thus be 
acceptable to MSD.

The public and Work and Income clients do in view of this have justified reasons to obtain information 
on Dr Bratt’s annual salary and other income from the public purse, to allow them to assess, whether 
the remuneration is a good spend for the services Dr Bratt actually delivers for the Ministry to them.

If you may not be familiar with the presentations referred to above, I wish to make you aware of PDF or 
PowerPoint documents to be found under these following links to websites, which were clearly created 
by (or for) Dr Bratt, to use for his public and partly not so public presentations to general practitioners, 
designated doctors, medical trainers and others. These links are:

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/GP%20CME/Friday/C1%201515%20Bratt-Hawker.pdf
(‘Ready, Steady, Crook – Are we killing our patients with kindness?’, Dr Bratt + A. Hawker, MSD, 
Christchurch 2010, see pages 13, 20, 21 and 35)

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/2012/Fri_DaVinci_1400_Bratt_Medical%20Certificates%20are%20Clinic
al%20Instruments%20too%20-%20June%202012.pdf
(‘Medical Certificates are Clinical Instruments Too’, Dr Bratt, MSD, 2012, see pages 3, 16 and 33 for 
details)

http://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=bratt%20ppt&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CC0
QFjAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rgpn.org.nz%2FNetwork%2Fmedia%2Fdocuments%2FConferen
ce2011%2FD-
Bratt.ppt&ei=ZO9QUYjZApGSiAegmICIDA&usg=AFQjCNFEdYN_dDW9BAZvZo_cQpC2rFyelg

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/gp%20cme/friday/c1%201515%20bratt
http://www.gpcme.co
http:///www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=bratt%20ppt&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0cc0
http://qfjaa&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.rgpn.org.nz%2fnetwork%2fmedia%2fdocuments%2fconferen
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(‘Pressure / No Pressure – Strategies for Pushy Patients’, a link to a PowerPoint presentation by Dr 
Bratt and Anne Hawker, where again on page 27 a claim is made the “benefit” is an “addictive 
debilitating drug”).

There have also been articles written on Dr David Bratt as Principal Health Advisor in the ‘NZ Doctor’ 
magazine, which clearly state his very one-sided views and interpretations of particular health issues, 
on the effects of “worklessness”, his intentions of getting sick and disabled into work, and his comments 
“the benefit” is “addictive” like a “drug”. An article in the online edition on 01 August 2012 was titled 
‘Harms lurk for benefit addicts’ and written by Lucy Ratcliffe, (see link: http://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in-
print/2012/august-2012/1-august-2012/harms-lurk-for-benefit-addicts.aspx).

A critical opinion on this one article which was published that magazine’s online edition by Tim Walker 
Nelson on 29 August 2012, titled “Questioning the direction of MSD policy” (see link: 
http://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in-print/2012/august-2012/29-august-2012/questioning-the-direction-of-
msd-policy.aspx ). It raised the valid question about what kind of Principal Health Advisor the Ministry 
of Social Development has employed for such a serious advisory role. 

While the public may find it astonishing, that the Ministry of Social Development supports, authorises or at least 
tolerates such presentations, and these apparently somewhat potentially biased, unprofessional and unscientific 
comparisons by Dr Bratt, it certainly has a justified interest and a right to be informed about the remuneration 
for such “work” performed by him.”

Here is a hyperlink to a PDF file containing the whole set of original OIA request questions from 
11 June 2013 that were sent to MSD in a letter:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/m-s-d-o-i-a-rqst-ddr-mab-pha-rha-
training-salaries-anon-11-06-2013.pdf

MSD’s INITIAL OIA RESPONSE 

In her initial and supposedly ‘final’ response to the requester’s OIA request, dated 12 July 2013, 
Debbie Power, Deputy Chief Executive for Work and Income (at MSD) gave the following answer in 
relation to request ‘11.’ in the requester’s original letter:
“I am withholding the salaries of the Principal Health Advisor and the Principal Disability Advisor, 
and Senior Advisor under section 9(2)(a) to protect their privacy. In this instance I believe the need 
to protect the privacy of these individuals outweighs the public interest in the information.”

This was although the Deputy Chief Executive was more forthcoming with some other information on 
Regional Health Advisors and Regional Disability Advisors and their qualifications, placements and 
names, and also on Medical Appeal Boards appointed by MSD.

Here are links to 2 PDFs with authentic scan copies of Ms Power’s full and ‘final’ response to the 
OIA request, being her letter dated 12 July 2013 (and attachments):
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-o-i-a-request-dds-mabs-training-ltr-
fr-d-power-c-e-w-mab-table-anon-12-07-13.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-o-i-a-request-designated-dr-
training-2008-material-used-d-power-c-e-12-07-13.pdf

Author’s Comments:

From that refusal to release salary information on Drs Bratt, Hawker and Rankin, it must be concluded 
that MSD follows a very strict guideline by not releasing any salary information on individuals it 
employs, and also, that the Deputy Chief Executive did not even consider releasing a hint of 
information on such highly paid individual Advisors. That may perhaps have been so, because they get 
paid a rather high amount, which could raise questions about whether they actually deserved such 
salary rates for the particular roles and work they were and still are performing.

http://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in
http://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in
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C). OMBUDSMAN COMPLAINT

Somewhat dissatisfied with the overall response by Debbie Power from MSD, the OIA requester did 
consequently write a complaint to the then Chief Ombudsman, Ms Beverley Wakem, asking for an 
investigation into the matter. 

Here is a link to a PDF with the authentic transcript of the letter sent to the Chief Ombudsman, 
dated 09 August 2013:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-oia-rqst-to-msd-
info-refused-advisors-etc-publ-interest-anon-09-08-13.pdf

In relation to question ’11.’ in his OIA information request to MSD, the complainant explained and 
argued the following:

“The Ministry has also withheld information I sought per question 11 about salaries of the Principal Health 
Advisor, Dr David Bratt, the Principal Disability Advisor Anne Hawker, and Senior Advisor Dr David Rankin, 
this under section 9 (2) a of the O.I.A.. Debbie Power writes: “In this instance I believe the need to protect the 
privacy of these individuals outweighs the public interest in this information”.

I take issue with this, particularly for the case of Dr David Bratt, who is as Principal Health Advisor in a very 
senior advisory position, where he holds core responsibilities, including the supervision, management, training, 
mentoring, and instructing of the Regional Health Advisors that MSD have in each of their Regional Offices. He 
is together with Anne Hawker jointly responsible to supervise, manage, train, mentor and in certain cases 
instruct the Regional Disability Advisors. Both Principal Advisors also work with Health and Disability 
Coordinators placed at each Regional Office of MSD. Dr Bratt has input in decision-making on applicants and 
beneficiaries suffering ill health, disabilities and incapacity. Also is Dr Bratt responsible for advising the 
Ministry and Minister of Social Development on health and disability matters in general, which contributes to 
policy formation and implementation.

The subordinate Regional Health and Disability Advisors fulfil highly responsible roles in liaising with various 
medical professionals, Work and Income case managers, and other internal and outside parties and agencies. A 
core responsibility they have is, to assist in the referrals of certain clients suffering health conditions, disabilities 
and resulting incapacity to Ministry paid and selected designated doctors or other specialists. They are in 
charge also of examining medical reports, in assessing medical conditions and disabilities, and of making 
important recommendations to case managers, who then rely on such recommendations when deciding on 
benefit entitlements, possible obligations, on treatment or other measures that may be relevant and applied from 
case to case.

The roles, tasks and responsibilities of Regional- and Principal Health and Disability Advisors are based on 
medical and rehabilitation related expertise, and certain qualifications in such areas are required to work in 
their important roles. One does not need to elaborate further, to make clear, that they are personnel that base 
their knowledge, competency and decision-making on medical and related sciences. It is already of concern that 
some of these advisors seem to lack a solid medical or rehabilitation background, which a recent response to an 
O.I.A. request shows.

All the three persons listed in my question 11 have been, and in certainly two cases still are, public servants 
working for the Ministry of Social Development and their main department Work and Income. As public servants 
they are paid for by revenue gathered as taxes from the tax paying public, which will represent the majority of 
the public in New Zealand. Some tax payers rely on Work and Income and other services by the Ministry of 
Social Development, also relying on Dr Bratt’s advice.

While no grave questions may arise re Anne Hawker or Dr Rankin, there have been increasing concerns raised 
about Dr David Bratt’s conduct, certain ones of his “presentations”, which he has made to health professional 
organisations, such as GP conferences, also to trainers and educators in the medical profession, same as to 
designated doctors.

Dr David Bratt has continuously made bizarre claims in his presentations, that benefit dependence is like “drug 
dependence”, is “addictive”, and therefore harmful for the beneficiaries’ health. He has most strongly 
advocated for the acknowledgment of the value and supposed “health benefits” of work. He makes these claims 
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in a wider, general way, commonly meaning open employment, and his statements are also based on a selected 
few “reports” and “findings” by a small number of medical “experts” from one school of thought, mostly from 
the United Kingdom.

One such expert is a Professor Mansel Aylward, who has been widely criticised in the UK for his involvement 
with the controversial work capability tests used by ATOS Healthcare as sole assessor for the Department of 
Work and Pensions. It has been reported that the assessments, which he was involved in designing, are 
unsuitable, ill designed and do not give sufficient consideration for mental health sufferers. This criticism has 
also come from organisations of the medical profession in the UK. Professor Aylward, and a few of his 
colleagues, are based at a research department called ‘Unum Centre for Psychosocial and Disability Research’ 
at Cardiff University in Wales. It has been established and funded with the support of controversial US 
insurance giant Unum Insurance. Professor Aylward and his colleagues (like for instance Gordon Waddell), 
portray many illnesses as being nothing more than “illness belief” the sufferers adhere to, which is an 
irresponsibly dismissive approach, taken to particular physical and certainly many mental health conditions.

To summarise my complaint, Dr Bratt is making unproved claims, is making comparisons between benefit 
dependence and “drug dependence” which are not scientifically proved, and which can only be seen as a highly 
questionable, and even a biased way of dismissing other aspects that may explain that many beneficiaries suffer 
ill health, and conditions that do often not improve. One may fairly ask, is Dr Bratt not confusing cause and 
result, and with his influence making statements that are untrue and can lead to serve only to justify the Ministry 
of Social Development to apply approaches and pressures on sick and disabled beneficiaries that will cause 
more harm than benefits to those affected. The question may also be asked, is wage and salary receipt then also 
not “addictive” like “a drug”?

Dr Bratt is increasingly being criticised and challenged, as certain media reports show. I will provide some 
information on his controversial, disputed presentations and comments by others in PDF files attached to the 
email carrying this letter.

It is in my view, and that of many in the public, that Dr Bratt has to be held accountable by his employer and 
also the medical profession, to which he still belongs as a registered general practitioner. The public, paying his 
salary, most certainly also deserve to know whether they get the correct “value” for money with this gentleman 
continuing to be employed by the Ministry. The public deserves to know how much he is paid for in salary and 
additional payments, to be able to assess whether he is paid appropriately or not, for the questionable quality of 
advice he appears to deliver.

As Dr Bratt clearly enjoys his position and income at the expense of the wider public, who pay him, it is 
certainly a right to the public to know what his payments are.”

OMBUDSMEN OFFICE RESPONSES

It took the Office of Ombudsmen almost three months to provide a first reply to the complainant’s
letter, mainly due the fact that their Office’s human and financial resources were at that time 
extremely stretched. But a letter by a ‘Manager’, dated 30 October 2013, was later sent to the 
complainant and information requester, explaining to him that the then new Ombudsman Ron Paterson 
would be investigating the complaint matters, which he had raised.

Here is a link to a PDF with a scan copy of that anonymised letter from the Office of the 
Ombudsmen, dated 30 Oct. 2013:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-36xxxx-msd-oia-
info-withheld-incl-advisor-sal-reply-anon-30-10-2013.pdf

As it is not uncommon, the Ombudsman would later add at least one other complaint made by the 
same complainant against MSD (dated 9 March 2014) to this complaint file, and process these in one 
complaints process, which would eventually take much longer than ever expected. 

The first letter dated 30 October 2013 would be followed by further letters dated 19 March, 27 May 
and 30 July 2014, and the complainant would be informed of an investigator having been assigned to 
review the file, that a reply from MSD had been received in mid January 2014, that the review was 
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taking longer than expected, and that another complaint by him, dated 9 March 2014, had been added
to this file. A letter dated 19 September 2014 (from a separate ‘Manager’ at the Ombudsmen’s Office) 
contained few new details, and informed the requester only that Dr Ron Paterson would now 
investigate the complaint. That last letter though appeared to be more concerned with the newly added
complaint about a separate OIA request that the requester had made to MSD on 16 Jan. 2014. 

As the process was dragging on, the complainant and OIA requester phoned the investigator at the 
Office of Ombudsmen, who looked after the file, on 11 November 2014. He then learned, besides of 
other information he received, that the Ombudsman required advice from the Office of the Privacy 
Commissioner on the requested release of salary information about MSD Advisors.

In a letter dated 19 Nov. 2014 the ‘Manager’ at the Ombudsmen’s Auckland Office advised the 
complainant that new information had been released by MSD on the second complaint under the same 
file reference, but offered no new information on the first complaint from 09 August 2013. 

But for the complainant (and OIA requester) none of the complaints would be considered as being 
“resolved”, while the Ombudsmen Office appeared to think that at least the added, second complaint
had been satisfactorily “answered” to by MSD. After the complainant wrote to their Office yet again, 
he received a further letter dated 4 May 2015 - from Ombudsman Prof. Ron Paterson. 

Dr Paterson only wrote this in relation to the ‘First request’:
“This complaint relates to the Ministry’s response for official information about the assessment of 
entitlement for a medical related benefit, and about advisory staff including Dr Bratt. The information 
in relation to this issue has taken time to review, due to the complex issues involved in relation to some 
of the information withheld under section 9(2)(a) of the Official Information Act 1982.”

“I appreciate that the investigations into these complaints may be taking longer than you anticipated. 
This is due to the volume of complaints being managed by the Office. However, progress is being 
made, and we anticipate being in a position to update you on these matters again shortly.”

With a letter dated 22 May 2015 Ron Paterson would then present his provisional decision on 
the other – second- complaint filed with the Ombudsman, also re OIA info withheld by MSD, and 
that full response by the Ombudsman can be seen here:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-o-i-a-to-msd-dr-
bratt-publ-int-prov-dec-compl-22-05-15.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-o-i-a-to-msd-dr-
bratt-public-interest-prov-dec-hilit-22-05-15.pdf

Some of that complaint related information was already published on this blog under the 
following post:
‘THE MINISTRY OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (MSD) AND DR DAVID BRATT PRESENT 
MISLEADING “EVIDENCE”, CLAIMING “WORKLESSNESS” CAUSES POOR HEALTH’:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2015/08/09/msd-and-dr-david-bratt-present-
misleading-evidence-claiming-worklessness-causes-poor-health/
(Read chapters ‘C)’, ‘D)’ and ‘E)’ re the lack of evidence and flawed evidence used by MSD, and 
especially ‘F)’ about the Ombudsman’s actions - or rather missing action - in regards to Dr Bratt and 
his presentations, and his reported deletion of all emails to and from another external ‘Advisor’.)

New, current PDF version (as on 19.09.16):
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/msd-dr-bratt-present-misleading-
evidence-on-worklessness-and-health-publ-post-19-09-16.pdf

Other posts that provide further info on how MSD selectively presents information on ‘evidence’ 
and ‘advice’ received from ‘experts’, and on the treatment of sick and disabled on benefits:
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‘THE MINISTRY OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT’S SELECTIVE AND POOR RESPONSES TO NEW 
O.I.A. REQUESTS ON BENEFITS, ADVISORS, REPORTS, MENTAL HEALTH AND SOLE PARENT 
EMPLOYMENT SERVICES’:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2015/11/27/msds-selective-and-poor-responses-to-
new-oia-requests-on-benefits-advisors-reports-mental-health-and-sole-parent-employment-services/

A PDF version of the same post is downloadable via the following link:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/msds-selective-poor-responses-to-new-o-
i-a-requests-post-nzsjb-upd-27-11-15.pdf

‘MENTAL HEALTH AND SOLE PARENT EMPLOYMENT SERVICES - MSD WITHHOLDS O.I.A. 
INFORMATION, THAT MAY PROVE THEIR TRIALS A FAILURE’:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2015/04/10/mental-health-and-sole-parent-
employment-services-msd-withholds-o-i-a-information-that-may-prove-their-trials-a-failure/

Soon after this, the complainant received yet another letter dated 25 May 2015, which referred directly 
to his complaint that also related to the salary information withheld by MSD, and in it Professor 
Paterson informed him that he had written to the Privacy Commissioner to obtain advice. 

See this link for a PDF with a scan copy of that letter from the Ombudsman dated 25 May 2015:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-36xxxx-msd-oia-
info-withheld-incl-advisor-sal-update-anon-25-05-15.pdf

A further letter dated 19 August 2015 would only inform the complainant that additional advice had 
been received from the Privacy Commissioner, and was due to be reviewed. Nevertheless, the matter 
continued to drag on endlessly, and the complainant asked for yet further updates on 15 Nov. 2015,
and again during 2016 (11 Feb. and later), which showed very little - if any - progress in this particular 
complaint matter being made.  In an email from 18 Dec. 2016 the Ombudsman’s investigator indicated 
that correspondence re the issues complained about was being prepared, and was about to be signed 
off in January 2016.

Meanwhile, after responding to another complaint matter under the same file reference, last with a 
letter dated 23 June 2016, Prof. Paterson vacated his position as Ombudsman shortly afterwards, 
as he had surprisingly handed in his notice only a month or so before. Little information was given to
the public to explain his sudden resignation, only about two years into his 5-year appointment. 

On 23 August 2016 the complainant and OIA requester then received an email from the Office of 
Ombudsmen, which informed him of new investigators being employed, and that his complaint would 
be reassigned to a new one. Also was he being informed of the departure of Prof. Ron Paterson, and 
that new Ombudsman Leo Donnelly was going to take over his file. He was asked whether it would 
resolve his information request, if MSD would provide him with the salary ranges for the advisors. 

See these links for two PDFs with scan copies of the Ombudsmen Office’s email from 23 Aug. 
2016, one high-lighted:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-36xxxx-msd-oia-
info-w-held-advisors-sal-email-anon-23-08-16.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsmen-office-of-complaint-
36xxxx-msd-oia-info-w-held-email-hi-lit-23-08-16.pdf

From 09 Nov. to 21 Dec. 2016 the complainant sent a number of concerned emails to the Office of 
Ombudsmen, as he now had a number of complaints waiting to be processed, but had registered no 
detectable progress with any of them. Then the ‘Manager’ of the Ombudsmen Office in Auckland 
would on 22 December 2016 eventually give him yet another email update, including for the 
complaint covered by this post. 
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He informed the complainant that a new investigator was looking into this particular complaint, and 
that the complainant could expect correspondence from her “shortly”. 

But it took the Ombudsmen until 28 February 2017 to finally respond with a formal letter, 
informing that Ombudsman Leo Donnelly had decided that MSD was justified in refusing the 
individual salaries for the Principal Health Advisor, Dr David Bratt, the Principal Disability Advisor, 
Anne Hawker, and for Senior Advisor Dr David Rankin. 

Nevertheless, upon consultation with the Privacy Commissioner he also decided, that MSD should be 
advised to release a combined or aggregated salary range for the salaries of all the three Advisors, for 
public transparency. 

Here is a link to a PDF with a scan copy of Mr Donnelly’s letter dated 28 Feb. 2017:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-36xxxx-msd-oia-
info-w-held-advisors-sal-ltr-l-donnelly-28-02-17.pdf

A final decision, dated 12 April 2017, was sent by Ombudsman Donnelly to the requester. In it he 
commented that he had consulted with the individuals concerned, and that MSD had agreed that the
salary information could be released by showing the lowest figure of the three salary bands and the 
highest figure of the same. 

MSD had already on 11 April 2017 sent an email with some moderately useful information on the 
aggregated salaries, or combined salary ranges, covering all salaries of the three Advisors for MSD 
(see further below for details).

Here are links to PDFs with scan copies of the letter by Leo Donnelly dated 12 April 2017:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-complaint-36xxxx-16-01-
14-msd-oia-advisor-salaries-fin-dec-l-donnelly-12-04-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman-l-donnelly-complt-36xxxx-
msd-o-i-a-advisor-salaries-fin-dec-hi-lit-12-04-17.pdf

D). HUGE SALARIES PAID TO INFLUENCE GPs AND OTHER PRACTITIONERS

MSD’s FINAL OIA RESPONSE

It was on 11 April 2017, when the OIA information requester suddenly received an email from a 
person with the title ‘Senior Advisor’ at the ‘Ombudsman and Privacy Complaint Services’ at 
MSD. The email was titled ‘Official Information Act Request – 11/06/13 – Revision’.

Referring to their earlier response from 12 July 2013, and a few other details, the MSD Advisor now 
suddenly informed the requester of the following:

“Following dialogue with the Office of the Ombudsman, the Ministry has now revised its view and 
notes that, whilst the Official Information Act provides good reason to withhold the actual salaries of 
Dr Bratt, Ms Hawker and Dr Rankin on the basis of their privacy, the public interest requires that 
further information be released.

The Office of the Ombudsman considers that salary range information can be released as an 
appropriate balance between privacy and an agency’s accountability for the value they have accorded 
a particular role. 

Therefore, I can advise that the salaries of Dr Bratt, Ms Hawker and Dr Rankin fall within a range 
of $120,669 and $234,837.”

http://s://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/ombudsman
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Here are links to PDFs with scan copies of that email from MSD from 11 April 2017, one with 
highlighted text:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-oia-rqst-fr-11-06-13-advisor-
salaries-bratt-hawker-rankin-revision-released-11-04-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-o-i-a-rqst-11-06-13-advisor-
salaries-bratt-hawker-rankin-rev-email-hi-lit-11-04-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-oia-rqst-11-06-13-advisor-salaries-
bratt-hawker-rankin-rev-mail-rel-11-04-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/msd-o-i-a-rqst-11-06-13-advisor-
salaries-bratt-hawker-rankin-revision-email-hi-lit-11-04-17.pdf

LOGICAL CONCLUSIONS FROM THE OIA INFORMATION

This now reveals enough details to draw some relatively safe conclusions from the information, and 
we can now consider that Dr David Bratt, the “expert” working as Principal Health Advisor for 
MSD since late 2007 is getting paid well over $200,000 per annum to present such bizarre, 
questionable ‘presentations’ where he likens benefit dependence to “drug dependence”. 

For memory, here are just a few of these ‘presentations’ he gave to GP and other conferences:

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/GP%20CME/Friday/C1%201515%20Bratt-Hawker.pdf
(‘Ready, Steady, Crook – Are we killing our patients with kindness?’, Dr Bratt + A. Hawker, MSD, 
Christchurch 2010, see pages 13, 20, 21 and 35)

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/2012/Fri_DaVinci_1400_Bratt_Medical%20Certificates%20are%20Clinical
%20Instruments%20too%20-%20June%202012.pdf
(‘Medical Certificates are Clinical Instruments Too’, Dr Bratt, MSD, 2012, see pages 3, 16 and 33 for details)

http://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=bratt%20ppt&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&ved=0CC0QFj
AA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.rgpn.org.nz%2FNetwork%2Fmedia%2Fdocuments%2FConference20
11%2FD-
Bratt.ppt&ei=ZO9QUYjZApGSiAegmICIDA&usg=AFQjCNFEdYN_dDW9BAZvZo_cQpC2rFyelg
(‘Pressure / No Pressure – Strategies for Pushy Patients’, a link to a PowerPoint presentation by Dr Bratt and 
Anne Hawker, where again on page 27 a claim is made the “benefit” is an “addictive debilitating drug”).

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/WS%20142%20Bratt%20-
%20Shifting%20Your%20Primary%20Focus%20to%20Health%20and%20Capacity.pdf
(‘Shifting Your Primary Focus to Health and Capacity – A New Paradigm’, presentation by Prof. Sir Mansel 
Aylward, Director Centre for Psychosocial and Disability Research, Cardiff University; Dr David Bratt, 
Principal Health Advisor, Ministry of Social Development; joint presentation at GP CME Presentation – June 
2013; questioning “traditional” diagnosis on a medical model basis, and promoting the Aylward version of 
the “bio psycho-social model”, and even promoting ‘Long Acting Reversible Contraception’ to improve 
employability of women, see page 45!!!)

https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/bratt-happy-docs-doctors-and-
documents-presentn-2013-p-1-18-o-i-a-reply-09-2013.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/09/bratt-happy-docs-doctors-and-
documents-presentn-2013-p-19-38-o-i-a-reply-09-2013.pdf
(‘Happy Docs – true generalism with Welfare Reform’, RNZCGP Presentation – July 2013, with the usual 
one-sided information that “work is generally good for you“, trying to explain some welfare changes, but now 
avoiding the “benefit“ to “drug“ comparison, after media and other attention to this)

We can presume now, that it is Dr David Bratt, who gets paid a salary at the upper end of the 
mentioned aggregate of salary bands paid by MSD, as he is now the most senior Advisor that MSD 
employs for health and disability related advice on welfare policy and processes. He commenced in his 

http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/gp%20cme/friday/c1%201515%20bratt
http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/2012/fri_davinci_1400_bratt_medical%20certificates
http://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=bratt%20ppt&source=web&c
http://aa&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.rgpn.org.nz%2fnetwork%2fmedia%2fdocuments%2fconference20
http://www.gpcme.co.nz/pdf/ws%20142%20bratt%20
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newly created role in late 2007 and has thus been in the job for nearly ten years. Also was his role 
created to oversee the many Regional Health Advisors, Regional Disability Advisors and Health and 
Disability Coordinators based at MSD’s Regional Offices all over the country. He is involved in 
policy advice and formation, he fronts or attends many meetings where MSD and WINZ communicate 
their policy, processes and intentions to professional organisations like GP conferences and the likes, 
he has consulted with overseas consultants like Prof. Mansel Aylward from the U.K., he has travelled 
to various national and international meetings and conferences, and is also the to go person for media. 

Given the importance of his role, and his seniority, it is beyond doubt, that he must be getting the 
highest of all salaries. Anne Hawker is employed in a similar advisory role, for disability matters, but 
her qualifications and her lower involvement and publicity reveal, that she must be getting a lower 
salary than Dr Bratt. Even the once Senior (Health) Advisor Dr David Rankin, who held senior 
positions with CYFS and WINZ from 2006 to 2011, also being involved in preparing and formulating 
important changes to internal processes at WINZ from 2006 to 2009, will in our view not have 
received a salary that would have been over 200,000 dollars per year then, he is likely to have earned 
something in between what we guess Ms Hawker receives and what Dr Bratt receives. 

The lower end of the salary bands will also represent the figure that one or two of the professionals 
may have received at the beginning of their engagements with MSD, which goes back a decade or 
more (Dr Rankin), when salaries were a fair bit lower anyway. So we believe, Dr Bratt may now be 
earning close to a quarter of a million a year, for doing his “work” in redesigning assessment 
criteria and processes for sick and disabled, and to implement and apply new policy across the WINZ 
branches and related sectors, in collaboration with the Regional Advisors and other stake holders. He 
had a previous role as ‘GP Liaison and Primary Care Advisor’ with The Capital and Coast District 
Health Board (DHB) for up to five years. That previous advisory role may have given him an 
advantage in obtaining the PHA role with MSD in the first place, and it will also have assisted him in 
achieving an agreement on a handsome salary with MSD.

In other OIA requests to MSD, one dated 16 Jan. 2014, the same requester had sought references and 
sources for the bizarre claims made by Dr Bratt, and asked for the scientific reports that were supposed 
to support the many repeated comments made by Dr Bratt. The responses received were mostly 
lacking proper, detailed evidence and offered only generalised, unspecific explanations and references. 
A complaint made to the Ombudsmen’s Office also only resulted in Prof. Paterson basically refusing 
to further investigate matters, as he simply accepted the unsatisfactory responses by MSD, and wrote, 
that MSD had justified reasons to withhold or refuse certain information that had been requested. 

Ombudsman Paterson would even refuse to investigate a separate Ombudsmen Act complaint against 
MSD and Dr Bratt, where the complainant had asked that the apparently sudden, wholesale and 
unexplained deletion of all emails with certain contacts by Dr Bratt should be investigated. He alleged 
it happened in breach of the Public Records Act. It was soon after that when Dr Paterson suddenly 
resigned from his position as Ombudsman, about three years before his 5-year term was up. 

HIGH SALARIES FOR ADVISORS TO TRY TO INFLUENCE HEALTH PROFESSIONALS

It is almost beyond belief, that MSD would pay such high salaries (now released) to such Advisors, 
who appear to have been hired and employed by MSD with the intention to change and “reform” the 
assessment criteria and processes for sick and disabled on benefits, to change the Social Security Act 
1964 itself, to facilitate the virtual off-loading of such beneficiaries from welfare payment receipt, and 
to usher them into whatever paid employment deemed “suitable”, that may or may not exist on the 
wider open job market.

‘Experts’ such as Dr Bratt, who have evidently fallen for the supposed ‘evidence’ presented by mostly 
UK based ‘experts’ such as Prof. Mansel Aylward, at the former UNUM Provident funded ‘Centre 
for Psychosocial and Disability Research’ based at Cardiff University in Wales, are paid high 
salaries, while giving ‘presentations’ with questionable, even untrue and clearly biased information to 
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health professionals. They are employed not only to advise WINZ staff and outside contacts on MSD’s 
processes and requirements, but also to try and influence such health and medical professionals, so to 
make them conduct examinations and assessments that may result in reports which ultimately serve 
the interests of MSD and WINZ, as other evidence has since shown. The abolition of the former 
Sickness Benefit and merger of that category into the ‘Jobseeker Support’ benefit, thus treating 
persons with serious enough health conditions and disabilities as “job seekers”, is just one example of 
what has resulted from the input of these Advisors. 

Even Dr Rankin, who worked for MSD and WINZ from 2006 to 2011 was involved in the changes 
within, and he was also involved in the training of Designated Doctors, which was a measure never 
taken before by MSD, during at least 2008 - possibly still happening in some form to this day. 

Here are some links to information that shows how Dr Rankin was also instrumental – as a highly
paid ‘Advisor’ – in changing processes for the assessment of sick and disabled on benefits, to 
facilitate the reconsideration of their capacity for work, and thus shifting them off benefits, by 
training ‘Designated Doctors’ paid by MSD:

https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-working-nz-sdd-role-of-design-drs-
memo-d-rankin-hi-lit-27-03-2006.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-sdd-dr-d-rankin-gp-second-opinion-
memo-05-06-2007.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-design-dr-training-workshop-and-
hd-coordntr-info-sheet-rankin-bratt-12-08-2008.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-working-nz-work-foc-suppt-
designated-doctor-training-resources-memo-2008.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-des-dr-training-comm-
requirements-j-russell-m-mortensen-memo-23-01-2008.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-des-dr-training-comm-requiremts-j-
russell-m-mortensen-memo-hi-lit-23-01-2008.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd-design-dr-fee-adjustment-proposal-
dr-d-bratt-memo-copy-hi-lit-19-11-2008.pdf
(it can be seen that there was close collaboration between Drs Rankin and Bratt in these activities)

There is some other information available on Dr Rankin’s past work and present engagements in 
New Zealand and Australia, which can be viewed by clicking these links to PDFs with scan copies 
of other printed out documents (from websites and so forth):

LinkedIn profile of Dr Rankin, now ‘Clinical Director’ at ‘Medi Bank’ in Australia:
https://au.linkedin.com/in/david-rankin-96a40816

A PDF with a scan copy of his same profile, as on 13 April 2017:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/david-rankin-dr-once-msd-and-acc-n-z-
linkedin-profile-scan-copy-as-on-13-04-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/dr-david-rankin-medibank-once-msd-
acc-nz-linkedin-profile-scan-hi-lit-13-04-17.pdf

Link to PDF with ACC’s ‘Business Plan’ for 2005-2006, with references to Dr Rankin as Manager 
of the ACC provider arm ‘Healthwise’, see pages 36, 37 and 39:

https://www.google.co.nz/?gws_rd=ssl#q=dr+david+rankin+msd+nz&start=20
https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0a
hUKEwi3-
bXU583TAhWJHZQKHYW_BDwQFggzMAM&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.acc.co.nz%2FPRD_E
XT_CSMP%2Fidcplg%3FIdcService%3DGET_FILE%26dID%3D5662%26dDocName%3DWCM2_
020652%26allowInterrupt%3D1&usg=AFQjCNEWlrrJMh-nRbB8Bkof1K1SfKW1Tg

http://g2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd
http://ialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2013/12/msd
https://www.google.co.nz/?gws_rd=ssl#q=dr+david+rankin+msd+nz&start=20
https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=4&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0a
http://tahwjhzqkhyw_bdwqfggzmam&url=http%3a%2f%2fwww.acc.co.nz%2fprd_e
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Dr Rankin’s profile on the old ‘HISAC’ website (as on 26/07/2006):
http://www.hisac.govt.nz/moh.nsf/36329723e7a128c1cc2571bd000a7d16/2c0a957deaf288b6cc25737
8000792c1?OpenDocument
“David is a senior advisor with the Ministry of Social Development. He provides the Ministry with advice on 
working with health professionals and returning people to gainful employment.

David was formerly the General Manager - ACC Healthwise at the Accident Compensation Corporation, which 
he joined in 1998. David was CEO of Auckland Adventist Hospital from 1992 to 1997. Previous to that he was 
Director of Medical Services for Warburton Health Care Centre and Hospital in Victoria, Australia where he 
practised as a rural GP from 1985 to 1989. Dr Rankin holds a Masters in Health Administration and a Masters 
in Public Health. He gained his medical degree from the University of Otago in 1982.”

Dr Rankin’s profile as ‘speaker’ on the ‘Ko Awatea’ website (2017):
http://koawatea.co.nz/apac-forum/speakers-2017/david-rankin/

Dr Rankin’s profile on the RACMA website (2017):
http://www.racmacme.com.au/winter/speakers/dr-david-rankin/

Dr Rankin’s profile from the RACMA website, shown in a PDF with a scan copy of the same, 13 
April 2017:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/04/dr-david-rankin-medibank-once-msd-
acc-in-n-z-profile-racma-scan-13-04-17.pdf

Here are some links to online web publications, in which references are made to Dr David 
Rankin, when he worked for MSD and WINZ:

‘Beneficiaries get priority health care’, Stuff.co, 20 June 2007:
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/55382/Beneficiaries-get-priority-health-care

‘Launch of the Health Practitioner’s Handbook’, ‘beehive.govt.nz’ website, Darren Hughes, 10 July 
2008:
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/launch-health-practitioner039s-handbook
(‘Speech notes for Associate Minister for Social Development and Employment Darren Hughes - launch of the 
Health Practitioners Handbook, Horowhenua Health Centre, Levin’)

FURTHER SOURCES REVEALING THE TRUE AGENDA OF DR BRATT AND MSD

Here are links to another important post published on this blog, which shows how ‘Designated 
Doctors’ work and are used by MSD, when commissioned to examine, assess or re-assess sick and 
disabled on benefits for benefit entitlement and work capacity:

‘DESIGNATED DOCTORS – USED BY WORK AND INCOME, some also used by ACC: The 
truth about supposedly “independent" Designated Doctors’:
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/12/28/designated-doctors-used-by-work-and-
income-some-also-used-by-acc-the-truth-about-
them/https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2016/10/designated-doctors-used-by-winz-
msd-the-truth-about-them-post-upd-18-10-2016.pdf

Here are links to two other relevant posts, which contain further interesting background 
information on all this:
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/medical-and-work-capability-assessments-
based-on-the-controversial-bio-psycho-social-model/
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/07/the-health-and-disability-panel-and-its-
hand-picked-members/

http://www.hisac.govt.nz/moh.nsf/36329723e7a128c1cc2571bd000a7d16/2c0a957deaf288b6cc25737
http://koawatea.co.nz/apac
http://www.racmacme.com.au/winter/speakers/dr
http://www.stuff.co.nz/national/health/55382/beneficiaries
https://www.beehive.govt.nz/speech/launch
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/12/28/designated
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/02/medical
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/07/the
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E). MSD AND DR BRATT PRESENT MISLEADING ‘EVIDENCE’

Since the requester had made his information request for the salaries of Dr Bratt, Anne Hawker and Dr 
Rankin on 11 June 2013, much more other information has become available to him and some 
associates, and it can now be said with certainty, that MSD and particularly Dr David Bratt, have been 
responsible for some significant misinformation of both health professionals and the public. So called 
‘evidence’ can be challenged and disputed, given the fact that there is insufficient conclusive evidence
to support the many claims about the ‘health benefits of work’, about ‘return to work’ statistics and so 
forth. Some information has been misinterpreted and then misrepresented, some is outright false, and 
some simply does not even seem to exist, as MSD never provided its reports or other sources. Some 
other ‘evidence’ admittedly exists, but has been quoted out of context, and has been given undue 
weight, so that it does not support the bold and misleading claims made by Dr Bratt.

Just one example of this to have happened can be found by looking at the following publication 
on this blog, and also at info available on other relevant and quoted websites:

‘SENIOR SCIENTIST AND LEGAL EXPERTS DISCREDIT ‘EVIDENCE’ USED BY MSD AND 
DR BRATT WHEN CLAIMING THE ‘HEALTH BENEFITS OF WORK’’
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2016/08/16/senior-scientist-and-legal-experts-
discredit-evidence-used-by-msd-and-dr-bratt-when-claiming-the-health-benefits-of-work/

Here is the proof of a senior scientist challenging the ‘evidence’ used by Dr Bratt and MSD:
“Is the statement that if a person is off work for 70 days the chance of ever getting back to work is 
35% justified?” NZMJ, 20 Nov. 2015:
https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/read-the-journal/all-issues/2010-2019/2015/vol-128-no-1425-20-
november-2015/6729

Here is a must read post that reveals the extent of misinformation by MSD and Dr Bratt, based 
on OIA responses received, and the analysis of various reports and statistics presented:

‘THE MINISTRY OF SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT (MSD) AND DR DAVID BRATT PRESENT 
MISLEADING “EVIDENCE”, CLAIMING “WORKLESSNESS” CAUSES POOR HEALTH’
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2015/08/09/msd-and-dr-david-bratt-present-
misleading-evidence-claiming-worklessness-causes-poor-health/
(Read chapters ‘C)’, ‘D)’ and ‘E)’ re the lack of evidence and flawed evidence used by MSD, and 
especially ‘F)’ about the Ombudsman’s actions - or rather missing action - in regards to Dr Bratt
and his presentations, and his reported deletion of all emails to and from another external 
‘Advisor’.)

The same post, downloadable in PDF form, which shows an updated version from 19 Sept. 2016:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/msd-dr-bratt-present-misleading-
evidence-on-worklessness-and-health-publ-post-19-09-16.pdf

Other also relevant information on the misuse of scientific information can be found here:
‘In the expectation of recovery’, Faulkner, Centre for Welfare Reform, Scrib:
https://www.scribd.com/doc/308613502/In-the-Expectation-of-Recovery
(criticism of wrong use of the biopsychosocial model, Aylward et al)

F). PUBLIC AND STATE SERVICE SALARY INFORMATION SOURCES –
ALLOWING SOME LIMITED COMPARISONS 

With the information made available by MSD, we can now look at some other salary information that 
has been made available, or that is available via a number of websites. But regrettably, in New 

https://www.nzma.org.nz/journal/read
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Zealand, the availability of salary information for the public and state service is rather limited, often 
only showing what salaries and other income Chief Executive Officers (CEOs) are paid. There is no 
reliable information available on salaries for senior positions below CEO level.

Nevertheless, we can find some useful information to compare salaries, for instance to what ordinary 
‘Case Managers’ working for MSD/Work and Income are paid, to what Members of Parliament 
(MPs) are paid, to what ‘Senior Legal Advisors’ and other professionals may be paid in the public 
service.

Here are some media reports on CEO salaries in the public sector:

‘Minister responds to claim of MSD salary hikes’
“Social Development Minister Anne Tolley says spending on big salaries at the Ministry of Social 
Development may well be justified.”

Radio New Zealand, RNZ, 21 June 2015:
http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/political/276790/minister-responds-to-claim-of-msd-salary-hikes

Extract:
“Labour's Social Development spokesperson Carmel Sepuloni said there were 53 ministry staff on 
annual salaries above $200,000 - more than twice the number five years ago. Ms Sepuloni said
spending on leadership workshops had also climbed to almost $800,000 this year, compared with just 
over $137,000 last year.”

‘Revealed: The highest paid public servants’,
Tracey Watkins, Fairfax, stuff.co, 26 Nov. 2015:
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/74438020/Revealed-The-highest-paid-public-servants

Official reports:

MSD’s report to the Social Services Committee, with answers to pre-hearing questions, as part of 
their departmental annual review, 9 Dec. 2015 (downloadable PDF):

Social Services Committee, ‘Annual Review of the Ministry of Social Development 2014/2015’,
Wednesday 9 December 2015, Standard pre-hearing Questions 1-268:
https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=21&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0
ahUKEwiV_J-
5177TAhUHxbwKHfapAEQ4FBAWCCAwAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.parliament.nz%2Freso
urce%2Fen-
nz%2F51SCSS_EVI_00DBSCH_ANR_66294_1_A462815%2F9d15b5cae602527c04454dd27fa515e
cb1e2f930&usg=AFQjCNGLV5QJPwqlSWqGUHSgsdtqtBXqOg

(See page 64 with a list of salary bands and how many persons received salaries within the bands).

The State Services Commission only really releases information on what Chief Executives of state 
service entities earn, and in a report only give a vague insight into salary bands, and how many 
persons earn corresponding salaries:
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/ssw-pay#pay
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/sites/all/files/statesector-workforce-key-facts-june15.pdf
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/hrc-survey-2016
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/public-service-workforce-data/hrc-remuneration

Of some interest may be salaries over $ 100,000:
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/public-service-workforce-data/hrc-remuneration#over100k

http://www.radionz.co.nz/news/politic
http://www.stuff.co.nz/business/74438020/revealed
https://www.google.co.nz/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=21&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/s
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/sites/all/files/statesector
http://
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/hrc
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/public
http://www.ssc.govt.nz/public
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OIA release by the ‘Crown Law Office’, dated 23 March 2017, published via FYI website, listing 
salary ranges for ‘Chief Legal Counsel’ positions in government departments:
https://fyi.org.nz/request/5462/response/18116/attach/4/3954167%20Letter%20to%20Glenn%20McAl
lister%20OIA%2020170323.PDF.pdf

See table 2 for the Ministry of Social Development:
“19. Ministry of Social Development: $161,289 to $241,934”

Limited, available salary band information, available via the website PayScale, for MSD listed 
positions:
http://www.payscale.com/research/NZ/Employer=Ministry_of_Social_Development/Salary/by_Job

Policy Analysts get something like 58,219 to 90,753 NZDs, according to that.

Some more info, with slightly different numbers:
http://www.payscale.com/research/NZ/Employer=Ministry_of_Social_Development/Salary

Case Managers earn roughly between 42,000 and 62,000, to 69,000 maximum

When advertising jobs online, MSD appears to not always publish the salary that can be expected, 
especially for jobs of the higher paid order, see their website:
https://jobs.msd.govt.nz/MSD/

The website ‘jobs.govt.nz’ offers little more:
https://jobs.govt.nz/jobs/jncustomsearch.searchResults
https://jobs.govt.nz/

For another comparison, the ‘Parliamentary Salaries and Allowances Determination 2016’ does in 
Schedule 1 list the salaries for Members of Parliament, and ordinary MPs get about $160,024 per 
annum:
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2016/0252/latest/whole.html
(see Schedule 1)

G). CONCLUSION 

It can be said with some certainty, that the Principal Health Advisor Dr David Bratt, and also Principal 
Disability Advisor Anne Hawker, same as the former Senior (Health) Advisor Dr David Rankin, have 
received and are receiving comparatively high salaries, that puts them into the top categories of state 
servants’ incomes. 

The still employed Dr Bratt and Anne Hawker must be expected to be earning well above what most 
Advisors in various government departments or agencies earn, and above what our ordinary MPs earn 
per year, and they belong to the top earners within MSD. 

When considering what actual professional qualifications experience they have, and what they provide 
in work and services, the question must be put, are their salaries appropriate, and this must surely be 
asked when looking at Dr Bratt and his in our view questionable performance and conduct as the most 
senior internal health advisor at MSD.

http://www.payscale.com/research/nz/employer=ministry_of_social_development/salary/by_job
http://www.payscale.com/research
http://www.legislation.govt.nz/regulation/public/2016/0252/latest/whole.html
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Making unfounded claims about inconclusive findings on the ‘health benefits of work’, likening the 
dependence on benefit support to “drug addiction”, offering quotes without properly referencing them 
to any scientific reports that may back them up, and making comments to media, that are also not 
backed up by solid science, that disqualifies a person like Dr Bratt from working in the kind of role he 
holds. Yet he gets rewarded with a salary package that beats those of many other professionals who 
face much more public and expert scrutiny, given the different roles they may have, working for 
agencies or employers that are not as “protective” as MSD appear to be of Dr David Bratt.

There would not be many other developed countries, where such practices would be tolerated, but in 
New Zealand it appears to be more important what connections you have, who pays, supports and 
protects you, and what you are supposed to do for certain vested interest holding parties, than what 
your qualification, ethical standards and integrity should demand of you as a professional person.

What is also important to note is the fact that the Office of Ombudsmen appears to be either so under-
resourced, or overburdened with their work-load, or perhaps even so poorly ‘motivated’ to resolve 
such complaints as the one described above. It is in our view close to scandalous, that a complainant 
has to wait nearly 4 years after an OIA request was made, for the sought information to be finally 
made available. That was of course the case only after the Ombudsman did eventually step in and 
asked MSD to provide at least some salary bands to give the requester and the wider public an idea of 
how highly paid these particular ‘Advisors’ are for the at times questionable work they are doing.

With such a state of affairs, such poor transparency, and lack of accountability, we have a situation in 
New Zealand that leaves very much to be desired, when it comes to holding senior Advisors and their 
employers in the state or public service accountable for their conduct and disregard for standards. 

M. C.

Auckland, New Zealand – 30 April 2017 
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ADDENDUM – 01 MAY 2017, MORE REASON TO BE CONCERNED:

‘NZ DOCTOR’ ARTICLE: 

‘Registrar’s visit to south Auckland Work and Income an eye-opener’, by Fiona Thomas, from 1 
March 2017:

Extract from article text:

“Writing a medical certificate is akin to writing a prescription for a drug with significant side effects, 
East Tamaki Healthcare GP trainer Tane Taylor told registrars on a visit to Work and Income 
Manurewa last month.

It was the fifth time GPEP1 registrars working at ETHC clinics had paid a visit to the centre, in a 
partnership set up to help them understand their role in the Work and Income process.”

“Present for the session was Ministry of Social Development principal health advisor David Bratt, 
along with health and disability coordinators and staff from the Manurewa centre.

Dr Bratt and Dr Taylor both emphasized to the registrars the importance of striking a balance 
between writing certificates and encouraging patients to return to work.”

“Dr Taylor says he would like to see a change in the culture of how medical certificates are treated, 
with greater encouragement to help people with their medical difficulties and encourage them back to 
work. It is not the role of GPs to assess whether there are enough jobs for people to go to, he says.”

“Health and disability coordinator for the Ministry of Social Development Sandi Field told the 
registrars whether clients have a medical certificate or not does not affect the amount of allowance 
they receive. What differs is Work and Income’s expectations of them…”

“Dr Bratt says there has been interest in the workshop from other regions and he would like to see it 
offered elsewhere.”

Here is a link to ‘NZ Doctor’ magazine and to that article, if it should not load, try to search for the 
article by putting the title into your search engines search box:
https://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in-print/2017/march-2017/1-march-2017/registrars%E2%80%99-visit-to-
south-auckland-work-and-income-an-eye-opener.aspx

Here are links to two PDF files with two scan copies of the article, which we offer for independent 
private research and study purposes:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/nz-doctor-registrars-visit-to-south-
auckland-winz-an-eye-opener-f-thomas-article-01-03-17.pdf
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/nz-doctor-registrars-visit-to-south-
auckland-winz-an-eye-opener-article-high-lit-01-03-17.pdf

Author’s comments:

Here we go yet again, the attempts by MSD and Dr Bratt to influence medical and health practitioners, 
even during their training to become general practitioners (GPs), continues as per the agenda they 
follow. It may all appear to be rather subtle and even convincing to the participants, what is being 
communicated, but this kind of interference into the independent work of doctors is unacceptable and 
must be stopped!

https://www.nzdoctor.co.nz/in
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Firstly there is again clear misinformation happening, as it clearly is not true that a medical certificate 
by a health practitioner has no effect on any allowances paid by Work and Income (WINZ). There is 
for instance a marked difference between the rates for the Supported Living Payment (SLP) 
benefit and the Jobseeker Support benefit (over $50 difference), just check their own website for 
the details:
https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/products/benefit-rates/benefit-rates-april-2017.html
https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/products/a-z-benefits/disability-allowance.html
A medical certificate will give details on work capacity and likely availability to work or training, and 
this will determine what kind of benefit will be paid. Also will it depend on such details in a 
certificate, what kind of medication or treatment a client of WINZ may need, which again influences 
or determines whether a person may be entitled to a Disability Allowance or other necessary support. 

Hence the Health and Disability Coordinator quoted in that article is simply telling lies, and is 
intentionally misleading the registrars who were told the above, as such a Coordinator has been trained 
by MSD and is well informed about what entitlements there are. 

The risks are being ignored - or taken too lightly, that persons with health conditions and disability, 
particularly those with complex health conditions, and hard to detect or understand mental health 
conditions, can suffer serious harm when being considered “fit for work”, while they are not.

Dr Tane Taylor was himself one of the appointees to a so-called ‘Health and Disability Panel’ that 
was set up by MSD and/or former Social Security Minister Paula Bennett in about 2011, for the 
purpose of consulting on health and disability matters as part of a lengthy process of changing the 
benefit system, and even substantially changing the Social Security Act 1964, which all came into 
effect in July 2013. He appears to have fully signed up to collaborate with MSD in these areas.

See this post on this blog, found via the following link, which mentioned already years ago, the 
involvement of Dr Tane Taylor with that Panel and with MSD:
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/07/the-health-and-disability-panel-and-
its-hand-picked-members/

Since then MSD and WINZ even made it harder for appellants when facing a so-called ‘Medical 
Appeal Board’ (MAB) hearing, as they changed that process of the hearing as well:
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2015/03/17/the-medical-appeal-board-how-msd-and-
winz-have-secretely-changed-the-process-disadvantaging-beneficiaries/
https://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.files.wordpress.com/2016/09/mab-process-how-msd-discretely-
changed-it-further-disadvantaging-clients-nzsjb-updated-20-09-16.pdf

Community Law New Zealand were informed of this years ago, but as they are themselves 
government funded, through the Ministry of Justice, they are also told to keep quiet.

This forum is the only one we are aware of that dares raise all these matters, which the mainstream 
media simply ignores, as their staff and editors rather “trust” the government officials.

M. C.

Auckland, New Zealand - 01 May 2015

https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/products/benefit
https://www.workandincome.govt.nz/products/a
http://nzsocialjusticeblog2013.wordpress.com/2013/09/07/the

